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V I R O L O G Y

Near-atomic structure of an atadenovirus reveals 
a conserved capsid-binding motif and intergenera 
variations in cementing proteins
Roberto Marabini1*, Gabriela N. Condezo2*, Mart Krupovic3, Rosa Menéndez-Conejero2, 
Josué Gómez-Blanco2†, Carmen San Martín2‡

Of five known adenovirus genera, high-resolution structures are available only for mammalian-infecting mastade-
noviruses. We present the first high-resolution structure of an adenovirus with nonmammalian host: lizard atade-
novirus LAdV-2. We find a large conformational difference in the internal vertex protein IIIa between mast- and 
atadenoviruses, induced by the presence of an extended polypeptide. This polypeptide, and -helical clusters 
beneath the facet, likely correspond to genus-specific proteins LH2 and p32k. Another genus-specific protein, 
LH3, with a fold typical of bacteriophage tailspikes, contacts the capsid surface via a triskelion structure identi-
cal to that used by mastadenovirus protein IX, revealing a conserved capsid-binding motif and an ancient gene 
duplication event. Our data also suggest that mastadenovirus E1B-55 K was exapted from the atadenovirus- 
like LH3 protein. This work provides new information on the evolution of adenoviruses, emphasizing the 
importance of minor coat proteins for determining specific physicochemical properties of virions and most likely 
their tropism.

INTRODUCTION
Adenoviruses (AdVs) are nonenveloped, double-stranded DNA 
(dsDNA) viruses with a ~95-nm, pseudoT = 25 icosahedral capsid. 
Most of our current knowledge on AdVs comes from those infect-
ing humans, in particular human AdV type 5 (HAdV-C5). Each 
HAdV-C5 capsid facet has 12 trimers of the major coat protein, 
hexon. At the vertices, five penton base subunits form the penton 
base, attached to trimers of the fiber protein that projects from the 
capsid surface to engage the primary cell receptor for entry. Minor 
coat proteins IIIa, VI, and VIII on the inner capsid surface and IX 
on the outer surface contribute to the intricate network of interac-
tions required to assemble and stabilize an AdV capsid (1, 2). Posi-
tively charged core proteins V, VII, and  are packed together with 
the 35 kilo–base pair, linear dsDNA genome within the capsid (3). 
Neither the core proteins, the genome, nor large parts of capsid pro-
teins IIIa and VI follow the icosahedral symmetry. Many of these 
internal components are assembled in an immature form and cleaved 
at multiple sites by the viral protease during maturation (4). Com-
plex composition and large size have made AdVs a challenging case 
for structural biology techniques (5).

Recombinant human AdVs (HAdVs) are widely used as experi-
mental therapeutic vectors. However, their successful use in the 
clinic faces several obstacles, among them the preexisting immunity 
in the population or tropism control. A possible approach to over-
come these problems is the use of nonhuman AdV (6). The Interna-
tional Committee for the Taxonomy of Viruses recognizes, at present, 
five different AdV genera: Mastadenovirus (infecting mammals), 

Aviadenovirus (birds), Atadenovirus (reptiles, ruminants, and birds), 
Siadenovirus (amphibians, birds, and reptiles), and Ichtadenovirus 
(a single isolate from white sturgeon) (7). A sixth genus, Testadenovirus 
(turtles), is under consideration (https://talk.ictvonline.org/files/
proposals/animal_dna_viruses_and_retroviruses/m/animal_dna_
ec_approved/10392/).

Atadenoviruses have a broad host range but are thought to have 
reptilian origin (8). They are very common in livestock: Approxi-
mately 50% of the known bovine AdVs are atadenoviruses, and 
OAdV-7 has worldwide prevalence. They have also been found in a 
variety of other ruminants, such as goat or deer, suggesting that a 
host switch from reptiles happened before the divergence of the 
present ruminant lineages. A common occurrence in ruminant atade-
novirus genomes is duplication of genes found as single copies in 
the reptilian atadenoviruses (9). In cattle, some atadenoviruses have 
been implicated in diseases of the respiratory tract, including cases 
of pneumoenteritis with high mortality in calves. They have also 
been found to cause mild diarrhea in cattle and sheep and are often 
found in the animal intestines (10). An avian atadenovirus, duck 
AdV 1 (DAdV-1), causes the so-called egg drop syndrome, result-
ing in deficiencies in the egg shell and consequently decreased egg 
production. The presence of AdVs in reptiles was detected over 
30 years ago (11). LAdV-2 was found in a Mexican beaded lizard 
(Heloderma horridum) dead in a zoo outbreak. It was the first lizard 
AdV isolated and propagated in cell culture (although several had 
already been detected) (12). In lizards, atadenoviruses are mostly 
found in the liver and intestine and cause disease in the gastrointes-
tinal tract, liver, and neurological system. They are commonly spread 
through the fecal-oral route, although transmission via aerosols is 
also possible (13, 14).

While, at present, representatives of three different HAdV spe-
cies have been solved at high resolution (1, 2, 15–17), structural 
analyses on nonhuman AdVs are limited to medium resolution 
studies on bat (BtAdV 250-A) (18), canine (CAdV-2) (19), ovine 
(OAdV-7) (20), and snake (SnAdV-1) AdVs (21), as well as a 4-Å 
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resolution report on incomplete bovine AdV (BAdV-3) capsids 
(22). All these are mastadenoviruses, except for OAdV-7 and 
SnAdV-1, which are atadenoviruses. There are no high-resolution 
data on the complete virion structure for any AdV not belonging to 
the Mastadenovirus genus.

A group of genes involved in DNA replication, DNA encapsida-
tion, and viral particle formation has been found in all members of 
the family Adenoviridae. These occupy the central part of the ge-
nome, while the left and right ends hold regions of higher variabil-
ity with genus-specific genes (23). Among the virion components, 
minor coat protein IX and core protein V are unique to mastadeno-
viruses. In atadenoviruses, genus-specific proteins LH2, LH3, and 
p32K have also been found in the virion (20, 21, 24–26). LH stands 
for left hand, indicating genus-specific genes located near the left 
end of the genome (and rightward-transcribed) (27). Similarly to 
protein IX in mastadenoviruses, LH3 is located on the outer capsid 
surface, while p32k and LH2 have been tentatively assigned to posi-
tions on the inner capsid surface and may be substituting for pro-
tein V (20, 21, 24). Because of its limited sequence homology with 
the gene placed in a similar position in the HAdV genome, LH3 was 
initially referred to as E1B-55 K (26). However, protein E1B-55 K in 
HAdV is not part of the virion but is expressed in infected cells 
where it carries a large variety of functions, including promotion of 
genome replication and transcription, degradation of antiviral fac-
tors, or deregulation of the cell cycle (28).

Medium resolution cryo–electron microscopy (cryo-EM) com-
bined with crystallography showed that, in SnAdV-1, LH3 has a 
trimeric  helix fold typical of bacteriophage host attachment pro-
teins. This study also indicated extensive contacts between LH3 and 
hexons surrounding the icosahedral and local threefold axes in the 
capsid, corroborating a role for LH3 in the high thermostability of 
atadenovirus capsids (20, 21). However, it did not solve the full ex-
tent of the LH3 protein, as the form crystallized lacked ~30 residues 
from the N terminus. We now present the first near-atomic resolu-
tion structure of an atadenovirus, LAdV-2, showing in detail how 
the network of minor coat proteins differs between genera.

RESULTS
Structure determination of LAdV-2
The 3.4-Å resolution cryo-EM map of LAdV-2 (Fig. 1A and fig. S1, 
A and B) showed the expected particle morphology, with a 
pseudoT = 25 icosahedral geometry, 940-Å diameter, 12 hexon 
trimers per facet, and outer protrusions corresponding to the genus- 
specific protein LH3 (21). The penton base density was weaker 
than the hexon shell (fig. S1C) and had lower resolution (~4 Å; fig. 
S1D) and higher B factors in the refined model (fig. S1E). All these 
observations suggested partial penton loss. Local reconstruction 
followed by three-dimensional (3D) classification confirmed that 
over 50% of the vertices were vacant (fig. S2A). Similarly to previous 
studies on mastadenoviruses, no indication of ordered structures or 
concentric shells was observed in the core (fig. S1C). We traced 
more than 13,400 residues in the icosahedral asymmetric unit (AU), 
corresponding to four independent hexon trimers, one penton base 
monomer, four independent copies of LH3, one copy of IIIa, and 
two independent copies of protein VIII. We observed density inside 
all hexons that we interpret as the N-terminal peptide of protein VI 
(nine copies per AU) and protein VII (three copies), on the basis of 
the fitted chain length and of the latest HAdV-C5 structure (2), 

although we were unable to unequivocally assign residue identities. 
In addition, 255 residues were modeled as poly-alanine chains in 
density where it was not possible to assign a sequence (Fig. 1B and 
table S1).

Main capsid proteins: Hexon and penton
The LAdV-2 hexon protein is shorter than its HAdV-C5 counter-
part (909 versus 952 residues) and could be traced almost in its en-
tirety for all 12 monomers in the AU (table S1 and fig. S2B). As 
expected from previous studies (1, 15, 29), the overall structure of 
hexon, with a double jelly roll normal to the capsid surface, and 
extensive loops that imbricate to form the trimer towers, is con-
served (Fig. 2A). The root mean square distance (RMSD) for all C 
atoms when comparing to HAdV-C5 hexon [Protein Data Bank 
(PDB) ID 6B1T] is ~4 Å. The largest differences between mast- and 
atadenovirus hexons occur at the towers (Fig. 2B). In HAdVs, mo-
bile loops on the tower surface are formed by hypervariable regions 
(HVRs) that contribute to define the virus serotype (30). In the 
most recent HAdV-C5 cryo-EM structure, the hexon model con-
tains several gaps in these loops (Ala138-Gln164, Gln253-Leu258, 
Thr273-Asn279, and Thr433-Asn437) where the chain could not be 
traced (2). The loops in the LAdV-2 hexon tower are shorter than 
those in HAdV-C5 and could be modeled without gaps even if the 
density was in some regions slightly fragmented. In LAdV-2, the 
hexon towers adopt very similar conformations in all hexon mono-
mers (RMSD <2 Å for all C atoms) except for Ala374-Ala375, located 
at the valley formed by the trimer towers (Fig. 2, A and C). In 
HAdV-C5, residues at this valley are involved in contacts with co-
agulation factors (31). It is believed that the exposed HVRs have 
evolved in response to the evolutionary pressure of the host immune 
system. Simpler loops might correlate with a different immune sys-
tem in reptiles (32).

All other major differences (RMSD > 2 Å) between hexon mono-
mers in LAdV-2 are located at the trimer base and comprise resi-
dues Met1-Glu2 (N terminus), Thr299-Gln301 [mobile region 1 (MR1)], 
Val849-Ala852 (MR2), and Ser904-Ala908 (C terminus) (Fig. 2C). In 
HAdV-C5, the N- and C-terminal regions were also observed to 
adopt different conformations in the different monomers, contrib-
uting to the quasi-equivalent interactions, but these regions were 
more extensive in the human virus (six and seven amino acids, re-
spectively) (tables S2 to S8) (1). The other two hexon mobile regions 
(MR1 and MR2) are located at alternate vertices of the pseudohex-
agonal base, one below each -jelly roll, and are involved in various 
hexon-hexon interactions and hexon interactions with penton base 
or minor coat proteins IIIa and VIII (mostly, MR2) (Fig. 3A and 
tables S2 to S8). Residues Asp54-Arg55 (Fig. 2A), also located on the 
inner hexon surface, can establish a pair of contiguous salt 
bridges at each of two local twofold symmetry axes at the facet edges: 
between hexon 1 (H1) in the AU and its fivefold symmetry neigh-
bor, and between H4 in the AU and H2 in the next facet (H2_AU6 in 
fig. S3 and table S3, TT interactions). These residues are conserved 
in HAdV-C5 (Asp59-Arg60), suggesting that ionic interactions may 
be important for assembly of face plates onto the icosahedron. This 
interaction, however, is not present at the icosahedral twofold axis. 
The same two residues in a different monomer of H1 and H4 estab-
lish another possible pair of electrostatic interactions with the inter-
nal minor coat protein VIII (see below).

Despite the low occupancy, the penton base polypeptide chain 
could be traced in its entirety, including its N-terminal arm (Met1-Gly16) 
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that stretches toward the viral core and corresponds to the same 
feature formed by residues 37 to 51 in the HAdV-C5 penton base 
(Fig. 2, D and E, and fig. S2B). Similarly to hexon, the penton base 
protein is shorter in LAdV-2 than in HAdV-C5 (451 versus 571 res-
idues), and the main differences reside in the outer surface loops, 
with the rest of the structure very close to that of HAdV-C5 (2.1-Å 
RMSD) (1, 33). Most notably, the flexible, 79-residue-long loop 
containing the RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp) sequence motif in HAdV-C5 is 
not present in LAdV-2 (Fig. 2E). The closest sequence pattern in 
the LAdV-2 penton base would be EGD (Glu-Gly-Asp) at residues 
133 to 135, but these are located at the interface between penton 
monomers and therefore not available for interactions with cell re-
ceptors (Fig. 2E). Lack of the RGD integrin binding motif suggests 

that the atadenovirus internalization mechanism differs from that 
of the extensively characterized HAdVs (34).

Penton base monomers are arranged in an oblique fashion 
around the fivefold symmetry axis, facilitating their bonding with 
multiple neighboring molecules. Each penton base monomer inter-
acts with the two neighboring peripentonal hexon trimers (SP in-
teractions, table S5). In addition, the N-terminal arm interacts with 
two different copies of protein IIIa, while the C-terminal residue is 
positioned within reach of interactions with a third IIIa molecule 
(table S6 and Fig. 2F). In HAdV-5, the first 37 residues could not be 
traced and were proposed to plunge into the viral core. Here we 
can trace the penton base chain starting from residue 1, indicating 
that this penton-core interaction would not be present in LAdV-2.

Fig. 1. LAdV-2 cryo-EM map and molecular model. (A) Right: Surface rendering of the LAdV-2 three-dimensional (3D) map colored by radius from white to pink, as in-
dicated by the color scale. A zoom-in on the area corresponding to the icosahedral asymmetric unit (AU) is shown at the right. The four hexon trimers in an AU are num-
bered 1 to 4. White symbols indicate the icosahedral fivefold (pentagon), threefold (triangle), and twofold (oval) symmetry axes. (B) Ribbon representation of the proteins 
traced in the AU, colored as indicated by the legend at the left. Depth cueing (fading to white) is used to give an impression of distance to the viewer. Two views are 
provided, as seen from outside (top) or inside (bottom) the capsid, with a cartoon at the right-hand side for guidance. In the cartoon, icosahedral symmetry axes are indi-
cated by red symbols.
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Weak, fragmented density was observed on the pentamer sur-
face. This density corresponds to the fivefold averaged N-terminal 
peptide of the fibers (binding to the groove between penton base 
monomers) and the start of the shaft (fig. S2C) (35). Fiber density is 
poor because of the low penton occupancy in our preparation, and 
the symmetry mismatch between the trimeric fibers and the pen-
tameric penton base is worsened in LAdV-2 by the presence of two 
different fiber proteins, one of them attached in triplets to some of 

the vertices (25). Consequently, fibers were not traced in this icosa-
hedrally averaged map.

External minor coat protein: LH3
There are 12 copies of protein LH3 per icosahedral facet, organized 
in four trimers. One of these is located at the icosahedral threefold 
axis, while the other three occupy the local threefold axes between 
hexons 2, 3, and 4 in each AU (Figs. 1B and 3B). The structure of a 

Fig. 2. LAdV-2 main capsid proteins: hexon and penton. (A) Hexon trimer as seen from inside (left) or outside (center) the capsid and in a side view (right). The cap-
somer base and towers are indicated, as well as the N terminus (N) and C terminus (C) of each monomer. The two  barrels forming the double jelly roll are labeled P1 and 
P2. (B) Superposition of the LAdV-2 and HAdV-C5 (PDB ID 6B1T) hexon monomers. The length in residues of the HAdV-C5 untraced loops is indicated. (C) Superposition 
of the 12 hexon monomers in the LAdV-2 AU, colored by RMSD according to the scale at the right-hand side. MR1 and MR2: mobile regions. (D) Penton base pentamer as 
seen from outside the capsid (top) and in a side view (bottom). The N terminus of one monomer and the location of the EGD sequence are indicated. (E) Superposition of 
the LAdV-2 and HAdV-C5 penton base monomers. The length in residues (res) of the HAdV-C5 penton RGD loop is indicated. (F) Interactions of one penton base monomer 
with other proteins. AU_1 and AU_7 indicate molecules in neighboring AUs labeled as in fig. S3.
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Fig. 3. Schematics illustrating the LAdV-2 protein networks. Hexons 1 to 4 in one AU are depicted in white and labeled with black text; those in neighboring AUs in 
the same icosahedral facet are in white with gray labels; and those in adjacent facets are in gray. Letters A to L identify different polypeptide chains as in tables S2 to S9. 
Red symbols indicate the icosahedral fivefold (pentagon), threefold (triangle), and twofold (oval) symmetry axes. Closed and broken white triangles indicate two different 
local threefold symmetry axes. (A) Hexon conformational adaptability: location of mobile hexon regions in the capsid. Hexon mobile regions MR1 and MR2 in one AU and 
its immediate neighbors are indicated. A few hexon N and C termini are depicted as an example. In the hexon schematics legend, S designates the facet of the hexon 
pseudo-hexagonal base formed by the two  barrels in a single monomer, and T indicates the facet of the hexon pseudo-hexagonal base formed by two  barrels belong-
ing to two adjacent hexon monomers (1). (B) Location of the minor coat proteins. Only LH3 is located on the outer capsid surface.
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stable fragment of recombinant SnAdV-1 LH3 (residues 28 to 373) 
was previously solved by crystallography, showing that it folds as a 
right-handed  helix with three strands per turn, an architecture 
notably similar to bacteriophage tailspikes (21). LH3 in LAdV-2 is 
three residues shorter (370 versus 373) and has a 62.2% sequence 
identity with the SnAdV-1 protein, according to the experimentally 
determined sequence (21). The cryo-EM map of LH3 in its native 
environment (the viral particle) allowed us to trace most of the 
chain in all four positions in the AU; only the first three residues 
lacked density in our LAdV-2 cryo-EM map (table S1). The overall 
structure of LAdV-2 LH3 is very similar to that of SnAdV-1 LH3 in 
the  helix domain (1.2-Å RMSD for 336 C atoms; Fig. 4A). A loop 
formed by residues Asp155-Ser162 in the outer trimer surface was ab-
sent in most of the SnAdV-1 LH3 crystal structures, indicating mo-
bility, but could be unequivocally traced in LAdV-2, where it is 
fixed in place by interactions with the surrounding hexons (Fig. 4A, 
fig. S4A, and table S9).

We can now see that each LH3 monomer has an extended 
N-terminal domain that lays on the capsid surface at the valley 
formed by three surrounding hexon trimers and, after bending 
almost at a square angle, goes up forming a column that reaches the 
 helix domain (Fig. 4, A to C). The column domain presents certain 
mobility, as shown by its weak density in the cryo-EM map (fig. S4B). 
A region rich in proline and glycine residues (27-PPGTLLPG-34) 
allows the formation of a sharp bend when the flexible column gives 
way to the  helix domain (Fig. 4, A and D).

The three N-terminal domains (4-VEELYVINPINQWPAP-19) 
in each LH3 trimer join to form a triskelion-shaped joint on the 
surface of the valley between three hexon capsomers (Fig. 4, B and C).
This structure is highly similar to the one formed by the N terminus 
of polypeptide IX in HAdV-C5, which occupies the same positions 
in the capsid, stabilizing the nine central hexons in each capsid facet 
(Fig. 4, D and E) (1). LH3 residues Leu7, Tyr8, Val9, and Ile10 from 
each monomer form the triskelion hydrophobic core. A series of 
prolines (Pro12, Pro17, and Pro19) facilitate the sharp bend from the 
triskelion to the column (Fig. 4D). A hydrophobic core (Tyr14-Leu15) 
also underpins the polypeptide IX triskelion in HAdV-C5 (1). A 
conserved tryptophan (Trp16 in LH3 and Trp22 in IX) is located at the 
outermost vertices of the triskelion, also with a nearby proline (Pro21) 
in IX (Fig. 4, D and E). A core of two hydrophobic residues, as well 
as the tryptophan, is conserved in atadenoviruses (fig. S4C). Sequence 
alignment of the complete LH3 and IX proteins does not detect the 
similarity at the triskelion region. However, the structure that we 
present here reveals that such region is conserved (Fig. 4, D and E).

Previous evidence has shown that the triskelion is critical for in-
corporation of both protein IX and LH3 to the capsid during assem-
bly (20, 36, 37). Conversely, a large variability is tolerated for the 
rest of the “triskelion containing” proteins: in HAdV-C5 IX, long, 
unstructured regions travel on the capsid surface all the way from 
the triskelions on the central plate of the facet to a C-terminal helix 
at the capsid edges (Fig. 4F) (1). In nonhuman mastadenovirus IX 
proteins, shorter connecting regions climb away from the capsid 
surface and end in a helix directly on top of the triskelion (18, 19, 22). 
Atadenovirus LH3 has also a short connecting region that moves 
perpendicularly to the capsid surface (the column domain) but ends 
in a completely different fold (the  helix) of the C-terminal domain 
(Fig. 4F).

It is now interesting to consider the genomic context for pro-
teins IX in HAdV-C5 and LH3 in LAdV-2. When atadenoviruses 

were first characterized, LH3 was considered a homolog for the 
HAdV E1B-55 K protein, because of its location at the left end of the 
genome and a limited similarity with mastadenovirus E1B-55 K se-
quences (26). However, the discovery that LH3 was present in the 
virion, unlike E1B-55 K that is a multifunctional protein involved in 
cell control and transformation, shed doubts on the homology 
(24, 28). Thus, we set out to reevaluate the evolutionary relationship 
between atadenoviral LH3 and E1B-55 K homologs conserved in 
mastadenoviruses. To this end, we constructed a profile hidden 
Markov model (HMM) of the LH3 homologs and compared this 
profile HMM against available HMM databases using HHsearch 
(38). The profile of E1B-55 K (PF01696.18; Adeno_E1B_55K) was 
retrieved with a highly significant probability of 99.86% and the 
alignment covered the near entirety of both profiles (table S10 and 
fig. S5). Despite relatively low pairwise sequence identity (15%), the 
predicted secondary structure elements showed close correspondence 
between the two proteins. The same result was obtained when the 
E1B-55 K profile was used as a query: the profile HMM of LAdV-2 
LH3 was retrieved as the second best hit (following the self-hit) with 
the probability of 99.95%. Thus, we conclude that LH3 and E1B-55 K 
proteins are true homologs. However, the homologous regions do 
not encompass the 30 N-terminal residues of LAdV-2 LH3 (fig. S5), 
which correspond to the triskelion domain, consistent with the fact 
that E1B-55 K is not bound to the capsid. Other significant hits were 
to various  helix fold bacterial carbohydrate- active enzymes and 
phage tailspike proteins (table S10), both of which are known to 
form trimeric assemblies, as observed in the LH3 structure.

In the HAdV-C5 genome [National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI) Reference Sequence: AC_000008.1], the E1B-55 K 
gene is followed by the IX gene. That is, in HAdV-C5, the triskelion 
region is located downstream from the putative  helix fold, while 
in LAdV-2 LH3, the positions are reversed, with the triskelion at the 
N terminus of the protein. This rearrangement would suggest a swap-
ping of gene parts or gene duplication followed by rearrangement. 
To investigate the evolutionary history of this locus, we compared 
the left genomic regions of AdVs representing all five recognized 
genera (Fig. 5A). The LH3/E1B-55 K homologs were identified exclu-
sively in members of the Atadenovirus and Mastadenovirus genera, 
which form sister clades in phylogenetic analyses (39). Whereas all 
atadenoviruses share a single LH3 ortholog, we identified two 
mastadenoviruses [equine AdV 2 (NC_027705) and red squirrel 
AdV 1 (NC_035207)], which, in addition to the E1B-55 K ortho-
log conserved in all mastadenoviruses, encode LH3 homologs but 
lack gene IX (Fig. 5A). Importantly, the LH3 homolog in equine AdV 
2 carries the triskelion region (40). These observations are best com-
patible with duplication of the ancestral LH3-like gene in the ances-
tor of mastadenoviruses, followed by subfunctionalization of one 
of the gene copies, involving loss of the triskelion region, thereby 
giving rise to the E1B-55 K homologs. Notably, some E1B-55 K 
orthologs have undergone further evolution by accreting additional 
domains in the N-terminal region (Fig. 5B). Addition of the large 
N-terminal extension, together with triskelion loss, would have ab-
rogated binding to the capsid shell in E1B-55 K, resulting in its 
acquiring a whole new, nonstructural functionality. Subsequently, 
the  helix domain (but not the triskelion domain) in the ancestral 
LH3 copy has been replaced in most mastadenoviral lineages, with 
the notable exception of equine AdV 2, with an unrelated sequence, 
producing the -helical domains in protein IX and possibly confer-
ring new properties to the viral particle (e.g., tropism).
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In our previous report on the structure of SnAdV-1, we fitted the 
crystal structure of recombinant LH3 (lacking the N-terminal do-
main) into a low-resolution cryo-EM map of the viral particle and 
estimated the LH3 regions interacting with hexons using a hexon 
homology model (21). This report indicated that each LH3 mono-
mer could interact with three hexon monomers located in two 
different trimers. Now, we have the high-resolution structure of 

both the complete LH3 protein and the surrounding hexons, which 
provides a much clearer picture of the contacts between LH3 and 
its neighbors in their biological context. We now appreciate that 
the hexon-LH3 interaction network is even more complex than 
previously proposed (table S9 and fig. S6). On the one hand, the 
 helix domain of each LH3 monomer interacts with the towers of 
four hexon monomers from two different trimers [fig. S6A,  helix: 

Fig. 4. LAdV-2 external minor coat proteins: LH3. (A) Superposition of the LAdV-2 and SnAdV-1 (PDB ID 5G5O) LH3 structures. The first (Val4 and Ser26) and last (Pro370 
and Ala373) residues traced for each protein are indicated. Asn157 is labeled to indicate the location of the Asp155-Ser162 loop mentioned in the text. (B) Overall view of the 
LH3 trimer seen from outside the capsid (left) and in a side view (right). The N and C termini of the pink subunit are labeled, as well as the  helix, column and triskelion 
domains. (C) Hexons 2 and 3 are represented to show the LH3 trimer in the capsid context. The monomers in each neighboring hexon trimer are colored light blue, light 
pink, and tan. (D) Comparison between the triskelions formed by LAdV-2 LH3 and HAdV-C5 protein IX, in a side view similar to (C). (E) As in (D), but in a view from the 
capsid surface. In this view, the LH3 column domains would travel away from the reader. (F) LH3 trimer overlapped with the HAdV-C5 protein IX trimer, to show the large 
difference in the fold beyond the triskelion domain. The C terminus for one monomer of IX and one monomer of LH3 are labeled.
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yellow LH3 monomer (chain S) interacts with monomers tan and 
blue in trimer 2 and with monomers pink and tan in trimer 3]. The 
Asp155-Ser162 loop that was mobile in the recombinant protein is 
now ordered by these interactions. On the other hand, the triskelion 
region interacts with the base of three hexon monomers from three 
different trimers [fig. S6A, triskelion: yellow LH3 monomer (chain S) 
interacts with the blue monomer of the three surrounding hexons]. 
That is, each LH3 monomer bridges the surrounding capsomers by 
contacts with six hexon monomers located in three different trimers. 
These extensive interactions between LH3 and hexon contrast with 
those established by protein IX in HAdV-C5, located at a more basal 
position between the hexons except for the C-terminal helix bundle 
(1). Together with the strong intramolecular interactions of both 
hexon and LH3 trimers (21, 41), this extensive interlacing probably 
accounts for much of the increased thermostability of the atadeno-
virus capsids (fig. S6B) (21). Hexon surface charge is predominantly 
negative, while the LH3 surface has alternating positive and nega-
tive regions, suggesting an electrostatic component in the capsid 
stabilizing interaction (fig. S6C).

Internal minor coat proteins: Protein VIII
Polypeptide VIII is 50 residues longer in LAdV-2 than in HAdV-C5 
(278 versus 227 residues). Assuming the same sequence specificity 

for the mast- and atadenovirus maturation proteases, LAdV-2 
protein VIII would be cleaved after residues 121 (LHGG-A), 172 
(LRGG-S), and 203 (LQGS-G). That is, the central excised region is 
82 residues long, 33 residues longer than in HAdV-C5, where it 
stretches from residues Gly110 to Arg159 (4).

There are two copies of protein VIII per AU, located on the in-
ner capsid surface (Fig. 1B). In both of them, we have been able to 
trace most of the chain for the N-terminal (residues 2 to 120) and 
C-terminal (207 to 273) fragments (table S1, Fig. 6A, and fig. S7A), 
consistently with the predicted maturation cleavages. Similarly to 
HAdV-C5, in LAdV-2, the protein VIII fold can be described as 
forming three domains: body (residues 2 to 77 and 225 to 273), neck 
(78 to 89 and 207 to 224), and head (90 to 120) (Fig. 6A). However, 
the protein folds differ more than those of hexon and penton base 
(RMSD, 7.75 Å for 173 C atoms). The largest differences are locat-
ed at the neck, an extended domain which in HAdV-C5 has a small, 
two-stranded  sheet. In LAdV-2, however, the only secondary 
structure element in the neck is a three-turn  helix. The neck do-
main also encompasses the gap left by the maturation cleavage, un-
like in HAdV-C5 where the gap is in the head domain. These 
differences observed in the neck domain relate to differences in the 
interactions between protein VIII with IIIa and to other elements of 
the AU that are present in LAdV-2 but not in HAdV-C5 (see below).

Fig. 5. Comparison of the E1B-55 K/LH3 locus in the family Adenoviridae. (A) Genome alignment of AdVs representing the five genera currently recognized. The genomes 
are indicated with the corresponding GenBank accession numbers and the abbreviated names of the genera, Ichtadenovirus, Siadenovirus, Aviadenovirus, Atadenovirus, and 
Mastadenovirus. In each case, only the left extremity of the genome which in atadenoviruses and mastadenoviruses encompasses the E1B-55 K/LH3 genes is shown. The ge-
nomes are aligned according to the gene encoding the IVa2 protein. Homologous genes are colored with the same color and, in the case of E1B-55 K/LH3 homologs, are 
connected by light green shading. Note that mastadenovirus equine AdV 2 (NC_027705) encodes two copies of E1B-55 K/LH3 homologs. The schematic cladogram on the 
left represents the established phylogenetic relationships within the family Adenoviridae (39). DNAP: DNA polymerase; pTP: pre-terminal protein; dUTPase: deoxyuridine- 
triphosphatase; kbp: kilo-basepair. (B) Domain organization of the E1B-55 K/LH3 homologs in LAdV-2 (Atadenovirus) and two mastadenoviruses, equine AdV 2 and human 
mastadenovirus C. The Pfam domain Adeno_E1B_55K (accession number PF01696.18) and the triskelion domain (Trisk) are colored with different shades of green.
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Fig. 6. LAdV-2 internal minor coat proteins: VIII and IIIa. (A) Superposition of the LAdV-2 and HAdV-C5 protein VIII structures. The body, neck, and head domains are 
indicated, as well as the positions of the N- and C-terminal residues in the structure and the residues flanking the central gap. (B) A view from inside the capsid along a 
fivefold axis showing the ring of protein IIIa. One copy of IIIa is highlighted in vivid yellow. (C) Structure of the IIIa monomer. The GOS-glue and VIII-binding domains, as 
well as the connecting helix, the first and last residues traced, and those flanking the connecting helix are indicated. (D) Comparison between the LAdV-2 (yellow) and 
HAdV-C5 (gray) protein IIIa structures, presented in their original position in the capsid, in which the GOS-glue domains and part of the connecting helix overlap. Three 
points of view are shown, and angles between the connecting helices and between the first helix in the VIII-binding domain of each protein (7) are indicated. (E) Super-
position of the two VIII-binding domains showing the fold similarity. (F) LAdV-2 vertex proteins depicted together with HAdV-C5 protein IIIa, to show the effect of the 
large conformational change on its interactions with protein VIII.
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One copy of protein VIII (chain P) is located beneath the central 
plate of the facet, around the icosahedral threefold axis, while the 
other one (chain O) joins the central plate to the proteins in the 
peripentonal region (Fig. 1B and 3B). Each copy of protein VIII in-
teracts with four different hexon trimers, one of them located in a 
different facet from the other three, therefore stabilizing each facet 
and riveting it to the next across the icosahedron edges (tables S7 
and S8 and Figs. 1B and 3B). In the head domain, protein VIII resi-
dues 108 to 113 form a  strand that interacts with one of the jelly 
rolls in the neighboring hexon trimer via a  sheet augmentation 
(tables S7 and S8, Fig. 1B, and fig. S7B). Another  sheet augmenta-
tion established between VIII and IIIa in HAdV-C5 (1) is absent in 
LAdV-2 (see below).

Residues Asp54-Arg55 in H1 and H4 may establish electrostatic 
interactions with a pair of consecutive charged amino acids (Asp100-
Lys101) located at an  helix in the head domain of VIII (fig. S7, C 
and D, and tables S7 and S8). Only one-half of this interaction would 
be conserved across genera, because structure-guided sequence align-
ment indicates that in HAdV-C5, the same position corresponds to 
Glu98-Val99, lacking the basic residue in the pair (fig. S7, D and E).

Internal minor coat proteins: Protein IIIa
Five monomers of protein IIIa (one per AU) form a ring beneath 
each vertex, bridging the penton with the peripentonal hexons 
(Figs. 3B and 6B). Polypeptide IIIa is longer in LAdV-2 than in 
HAdV-C5 (609 versus 585 residues), but, as in HAdV-C5, only the 
N-terminal half appears to be ordered (table S1). Similarly to 
HAdV-C5, in LAdV-2 the protein IIIa fold is predominantly 
-helical and can be described as forming two globular domains 
connected by a long  helix (residues 93 to 121) (Fig. 6C and fig. 
S8). By analogy with the HAdV-C5 structure (1), the N-terminal 
domain (residues 2 to 92) is termed GOS-glue (GOS=Group of Six, 
consisting of the penton base pentamer and five surrounding 
peripentonal hexons), and the C-terminal domain (residues 122 to 
256) is designed as VIII-binding domain. When separately consid-
ered, these domains are quite similar to the corresponding ones in 
HAdV-C5, with RMSD values of 4.99 Å for the GOS-glue (residues 
7 to 106 in HAdV-C5, 87 C pairs), 2.85 Å for the connecting helix 
(residues 107 to 134 in HAdV-C5, 28 C pairs), and 1.8 Å for the 
VIII-binding domain (residues 135 to 269 in HAdV-C5, 124 C 
pairs). However, when the complete proteins are compared, a large 
difference is evident (Fig. 6, D and E). The GOS-glue domain and 
start of the connecting helix occupy the same position in the capsid 
as their counterparts in HAdV-C5. However, at about half their 
length, the connecting helices start to become apart and end up 
separated by a 41° angle. In addition, the helix is half a turn shorter 
in LAdV-2, resulting in the VIII-binding domain swinging away 
from its position in the human virus by 238°. This large conforma-
tional change produces considerable differences in the network of 
contacts beneath the vertex.

Similarly to HAdV-C5 (1), in LAdV-2, the IIIa GOS-glue domain 
and connecting helix establish an extensive set of interactions that 
join each IIIa monomer to two different peripentonal hexons, up to 
three penton base monomers, and the neighboring IIIa molecule 
(table S6). Despite having a very similar fold, the VIII-binding do-
main is in a completely different location in the capsid and there-
fore establishes a completely different set of interactions. Instead of 
interacting exclusively with the body domain of the peripentonal 
copy of protein VIII, in LAdV-2, the VIII-binding domain of protein 

IIIa reaches outward to interact with hexon (table S6) and establishes 
no contacts with the VIII body but with the VIII neck domain 
(Fig. 6F). The IIIa-VIII contacts are much fewer in LAdV-2: UCSF 
Chimera findclash estimates 84 possible contacts in HAdV-C5 versus 
only 22 in LAdV-2.

Additional internal elements: Proteins VI and VII 
and unassigned density
The pseudo-hexagonal base of the hexon trimer encloses a central 
cavity that opens toward the interior of the viral particle. In 
HAdV-C5, weak density observed in this cavity allowed tracing of 
three copies per AU of the N-terminal peptide of protein VI cleaved 
by the protease during maturation (pVIN, residues 5 to 33), and one 
copy of a cleaved segment of core protein VII (pVIIN2, residues 14 
to 24) (2). We observe patches of density associated with all 12 hexon 
monomers in the AU, in the same position as pVIN and pVIIN2 in 
HAdV-C5. However, the density did not have enough landmarks to 
unequivocally distinguish between proteins VI and VII. Following 
the HAdV-C5 model, and depending on the length of the peptide 
fragment that can be fitted in unfragmented density, we propose 
that three of the 12 density patches in the cavity correspond to 
LAdV-2 peptide pVIIN2 (residues 14 to 21), while the rest corre-
spond to pVIN (residues 2 to 25) (table S1, Fig. 1B, and fig. S9). 
Weak, fragmented density indicates variable occupancy, in agree-
ment with the recently proposed model where proteins VI and VII 
compete for the same hexon binding site during assembly (42).

Last, we observe two additional groups of disconnected density 
fragments on the inner capsid surface. We tried to identify sequence 
regions that could fit into these fragments using the procedure de-
scribed in (16). Unfortunately, no clear candidates were found. We 
grouped the fragments in two categories termed “unassigned1” (U1) 
and “unassigned2” (U2) according to their location (Fig. 1B). The 
U1 density can hold three peptides of lengths 17, 36, and 41 residues 
with predominantly -helical structure (Fig. 7A and fig. S10A). It is 
present at two independent positions in the AU, near the gap left by 
maturation cleavages in protein VIII (Fig. 1B and 3B), and forms a 
wedge inserted at the local threefold axes surrounded by hexons 1, 
2, and 4 in the AU and hexons 3, 4, and 3 in the neighboring AU 
(Fig. 7B). These are the threefold axes in the facet that do not hold 
an LH3 triskelion on the outer surface (Fig. 3B).

The U2 density can hold two peptides of 50 and 16 amino acids, 
in a mostly extended conformation except for an  helix (fig. S10B). 
These peptides form an interlaced ring with protein IIIa beneath the 
vertex (Fig. 7, C and D). A comparison with the structure of the 
vertex proteins in HAdV-C5 shows that the U2 peptides would 
clash with IIIa if this protein were not in a different conformation in 
the reptilian virus (Fig. 7D). U2 bridges IIIa with the body domain 
of VIII, compensating for the lost direct interactions. Although U2 
has been modeled as a poly-alanine and therefore a proper interac-
tion analysis cannot be carried out, it is notable that Chimera finds 
24 possible contacts between U2 and proteins IIIa and VIII in the 
same AU, 52 with the neighboring IIIa on one side, and 11 more 
with the one on the other side (fig. S10C).

DISCUSSION
AdVs have been found in most types of vertebrates, but few of them 
have been isolated and propagated in cell culture. Therefore, little is 
known about the basic biology of nonhuman AdV. We present here 
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the first high-resolution structure of an AdV infecting lower verte-
brates and not belonging to the Mastadenovirus genus. The observation 
of the genus-specific protein LH3 in the capsid context provides 
detailed insights on how this protein interlocks the surrounding 
hexons, contributing to build a capsid more stable than those of the 
HAdVs. Moreover, we show that the LH3 trimeric  helix domain, 
folding as a bacteriophage tailspike, binds to the capsid surface using 
exactly the same structural motif (the triskelion) as its counterpart 
in mastadenoviruses, protein IX. Our sequence analyses prompted 
by this observation shed definitive light on the evolution of the 
capsid-stabilizing proteins LH3 and IX and oncoprotein E1B-55 K.  
Given the wide distribution of structurally similar LH3/E1B-55 K–
like  helix proteins in bacteria and phages, contrasted by their re-
stricted spread among AdVs, it is highly likely that the ancestral 
LH3/E1B-55 K protein has been introduced into the common an-
cestor of atadenoviruses and mastadenoviruses from bacteria/phages 
and had a structural role, akin to that of the contemporary LH3. 

Our data suggest that the E1B-55 K oncoprotein has evolved from a 
paralog of LH3 by exaptation, a common phenomenon in virus 
evolution (43). Subsequent evolution involved the replacement of 
the  helix domain of LH3 in most mastadenovirus lineages with an 
unrelated sequence, leading to the emergence of gene IX.

These observations indicate that the triskelion motif is critical 
for capsid binding, while the triskelion-containing proteins are 
hotspots for AdV evolution, linked to capsid stabilization, interac-
tion with host factors (because of their accessible location on the 
capsid surface), and, consequently, tropism (i.e., facilitating virus 
propagation in a certain biological context). Protein LH3 is unique 
to a certain AdV genus (Atadenovirus), but even within the mastade-
noviruses, there are different architectures of protein IX that set 
apart human from nonhuman viruses (2, 15, 18, 19, 22). Further-
more, protein IX variations in human AdV may also be related to 
tropism determination, as recently shown by the structure of the 
enteric HAdV-F41 (16, 17). HAdVs in species F have an exclusively 

Fig. 7. Unassigned elements on the LAdV-2 internal capsid surface. (A) Peptides modeled in the U1 density. Numbers in parentheses indicate the peptide lengths in 
amino acids. (B) View of the U1 peptides in the capsid context. The star indicates the location of the gap left by maturation cleavages in protein VIII. Hexon 2, which would 
be in front, has been removed for clarity. (C) Peptides modeled in the U2 density (magenta) form an interlaced ring with IIIa beneath the vertex. View along the fivefold 
symmetry axis from inside the capsid. (D) The U2 peptides are intercalated between IIIa and the body domain of VIII (top). If IIIa adopted the same conformation as in 
HAdV-C5, it would badly clash with U2 (bottom).
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enteric tropism, unlike the rest of HAdV species that have broader 
tissue targets. They have a unique conformation of minor coat 
protein IX and are more thermostable than the respiratory HAdV-C5. 
More studies are required to determine the host partners interact-
ing with proteins IX or LH3 in the different viruses. It would also be 
interesting to solve structures of atadenoviruses infecting mammals 
or birds, as well as the equine or squirrel mastadenoviruses. The 
study of these mastadenoviruses, which conserve the ancestral form 
of LH3 with a triskelion followed by the  helix domain (Fig. 5B), 
would be of great interest to investigate which structural and func-
tional features arise from the coexistence of both structural and 
nonstructural LH3/E1B-55 K proteins.

We show that even a protein critical for assembly and conserved 
throughout the AdV family, protein IIIa, can adopt very different 
conformations in two AdV genera. The large conformational 
change observed in IIIa is related to the presence of the extended, 
unidentified peptide U2 beneath the capsid vertex. As a result of the 
rotation of one of the IIIa domains, the interactions between IIIa 
and VIII are fewer than in the HAdVs, but U2 compensates this loss of 
contacts by reinforcing the interlacing of the internal vertex proteins. 
U2 in the vertex region, together with LH3 on the outer capsid surface, 
and U1 underpinning a second set of local threefold axes on the inside 
appear as genus-specific elements building a sturdier AdV capsid.

Possible virion components generating the U1 and U2 densities 
include maturation fragments or untraced regions of protein IIIa, 
VI, or VIII (table S1), as well as packaging proteins L1 52/55 kDa, 
IVa2, L4 33 kDa, or L4 22 kDa (44–48). Alternatively, U1 and U2 
may correspond to the genus-specific proteins LH2 and p32k. We 
favor this last possibility, because the other candidates are also pres-
ent in mastadenoviruses, but no equivalent densities have been de-
tected in the structures solved so far (1, 2, 15–17). Both LH2 and 
p32k have positive charge (isoelectric point 11.02 for p32k and 8.59 
for LH2), suggesting that they interact with the genome, and are 
predicted to be predominantly -helical. Protein p32k has also large 
regions predicted to be unstructured, similarly to the U2 peptides, 
and three consensus cleavage motifs for the maturation protease, 
again supporting an internal location (fig. S10D) (4). Because of its 
proximity to the maturation gap in protein VIII, it is also possible 
that the excised peptides of VIII, which are 1.7 times longer in 
LAdV-2 than in HAdV-C5, form part of the U1 density (Fig. 7B and 
fig. S10D). The two genus-specific proteins and the longer central 
part of protein VIII would all be contributing to enhance the inter-
actions stabilizing the atadenovirus capsid.

In summary, our work provides new information on the struc-
ture and evolution of AdVs, emphasizing the importance of minor 
coat proteins for determining specific physicochemical properties 
of the virions and most likely their host specificity. Knowing the 
structure of uncommon, nonhuman AdVs will facilitate their devel-
opment as vectors. Ovine atadenoviruses have already been consid-
ered as alternative vectors, free of preexisting immunity issues that 
hinder the use of HAdV-C5 in the clinic. Three dispensable, nones-
sential regions of the viral genome, where foreign genes can be in-
serted, have been delineated in the OAdV-7 genome and used to 
insert transgenes that proved to be expressed and generate immuni-
ty in mice. Gene transfer was not abrogated by previous exposure of 
the animals to HAdV-C5 (49). Lack of an integrin-binding RGD 
motif in penton base, the presence of two different fibers in LAdV-
2, and the prominent LH3 knobs on the capsid surface suggest that 
interactions with the host for entry and trafficking are different in 

atadenoviruses and HAdV. The increased capsid stability may also 
allow transduction in harsh environments, such as intestinal cells. 
The conservation of the triskelion motif and the existence of masta-
denoviruses with bona fide LH3 proteins open the possibility to 
construct hybrid vectors incorporating the atadenovirus protein on 
the HAdV chassis. Last, the surface-exposed C terminus of LH3 
would constitute an interesting locale for display of peptides with 
biomedical interest (50).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus production
LAdV-2 (25) was propagated in iguana heart epithelial cells (IgH-2, 
American Type Culture Collection: CCL-108) (51) at 37°C by am-
plification from one to 184 culture plates (10-cm diameter). The 
cells and supernatant from previous infections were used for the 
next infection round. Infected cells were frozen and thawed four 
times to release the viral particles before each infection step. Cell 
growth and virus propagation were carried out at 37°C. At 2 days 
after infection in the last round, when the cells showed cytopathic 
effect, they were collected and viral particles purified by centrifuga-
tion in two consecutive CsCl gradients, as previously described (44).

Thermostability assays were carried out as described (21). Brief-
ly, purified LAdV-2, SnAdV-1, or HAdV-C5 were heated at 37°, 
45°, 50°, or 60°C for 5 min and inoculated onto replicate cell cul-
tures (human embryonic kidney–293 for HAdV-C5, and IgH-2 for 
SnAdV-1 and LAdV-2). The end point dilution assay was used to 
measure infectious titer and compared to the titer of control virus 
(kept in ice before infection). The data for HAdV-C5 and SnAdV-1 
have been reported previously (21). The data for LAdV-2 were col-
lected in the same time period, as part of a study comparing the 
thermostability of reptilian atadenoviruses to that of HAdV-C5.

Cryo–electron microscopy
Purified LAdV-2 was dialyzed for 1 hour at 4°C against phosphate- 
buffered saline [137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, and 
1.8 mM KH2PO4 (pH 7.4)] and concentrated by spinning in a 
Microcon YM-100 device for 6 min at 4°C, for a final estimated 
concentration of 7 × 1012 viral particles/ml. Samples were deposited in 
glow discharged Quantifoil R2/4 300 mesh Cu/Rh grids and vitrified 
in liquid ethane after manual blotting in a Leica CPC device. Cryo-EM 
images (table S11) were recorded using a 300-kV Titan Krios micro-
scope equipped with a Falcon II detector (MRC-LMB, Cambridge, 
UK), with a total dose of 54 e−/Å2 distributed over 34 frames, at 
nominal pixel size 1.34 Å and defocus range between −1 and −3 m.

Image processing
All image processing and 3D reconstruction tasks were performed 
within the Scipion framework (table S11) (52). Frames 2 to 24 of 
each movie were aligned using whole-image motion correction im-
plemented in Xmipp, followed by correction of local movements 
using Optical Flow (53). The contrast transfer function (CTF) was 
estimated using CTFFIND4 (54). Particles were semiautomatically 
picked from micrographs corrected for the phase oscillations of 
the CTF (phase-flipped), extracted into 780 × 780 pixel boxes, nor-
malized, and downsampled by a factor of 2, using Xmipp (55). All 
2D and 3D classifications and refinements were performed using 
RELION (56). Two-dimensional classification was used to discard 
low-quality particles and was run for 25 iterations, with 50 classes, 
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angular sampling 5, and regularization parameter T = 2. Classifica-
tion in 3D was run for 40 iterations, with three classes, starting with 
an angular sampling of 3.7° and sequentially decreasing to 0.5, and 
regularization parameter T = 4. Icosahedral symmetry was imposed 
throughout the refinement process. The initial reference for 3D 
classification was the SnAdV-1 cryo-EM map (21), low-pass–filtered 
to 60-Å resolution. The class yielding the best resolution was indi-
vidually refined using the original 780-pixel boxed particles and the 
map obtained during the 3D classification as a reference, producing 
a final map at 3.4-Å resolution, as estimated according to the 
gold-standard Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) = 0.143 criterion im-
plemented in RELION auto refine and postprocess routines (57). A global 
B factor was estimated after dividing the map Fourier transform by 
the modulation transfer function of the Falcon II detector. The actual 
sampling for the map was estimated by comparison with the SnAdV-1 
crystallographic and homology models (21) in UCSF Chimera (58), 
yielding a value of 1.35 Å per pixel. Local resolution was calculat-
ed with ResMap (59). Localized reconstruction of the penton region 
followed by 3D classification in three classes, without orientation 
change or symmetry enforcement, was carried out as described (17), 
using RELION as implemented in Scipion (35).

Model building and analysis
The initial model for each polypeptide chain was predicted with 
MODELLER (60), using as input template the structure of the re-
spective homolog chain in HAdV-C5 (hexon, PDB ID 1P30; penton 
base, PDB ID 1X9P; and IIIa and VIII, PDB ID 3IYN) or SnAdV-1 
(LH3, PDB ID 5G5O) (1, 21, 33, 61). UCSF Chimera (58) was used 
to perform a rigid fitting of each chain initial model into the sharp-
ened map. Next, the fitted model of each chain was refined using 
Coot (62), REFMAC (63), and Phenix real space refine (64). Vali-
dation metrics to assess the quality of the atomic structure were 
computed with the Phenix comprehensive validation (cryo-EM) 
algorithm (table S11). Once we generated the whole structure of the 
AU, the nearest neighboring molecules were generated with Chimera 
(sym #0 group i,222r contact 3). Possible contacts between each 
molecule in the AU and all its neighbors were identified with Chi-
mera findclash, listed and grouped using a protocol integrated in 
the Scipion molecular modeling workflow (tables S2 to S9) (65).

Sequence alignments were carried out with Clustal O 1.2.4 (66) 
and displayed as text or with JalView (67). The ClustalX color scheme 
(68) was used in fig. S7E. Surface coloring by electrostatic potential 
was carried out with APBS and Chimera (58, 69). Chimera match-
maker was used for RMSD calculation and structure guided align-
ment (followed by match-align). Secondary structure and disorder 
predictions were carried out with PsiPred and Disopred (70, 71).

To test possible sequence identities of density fragments U1 and 
U2, we used a procedure similar to that described in (16). This pro-
cedure uses the model to map correlation coefficient provided by 
Phenix real space refinement to evaluate the fit of different regions 
in the candidate protein sequences (in both direct and reverse ori-
entation) to the different density fragments. We tested the fit of 
proteins p32k, LH2, and the excised central peptide of VIII to the 
U1 and U2 densities. This required testing over 7400 possibilities, 
even without considering other possible candidates such as the 
packaging proteins (L1 52/55 kDa, IVa2, and L4 22k/33k), or un-
traced regions of capsid (IIIa and VI) and core (VII and ) proteins. 
To facilitate the execution, we have incorporated this procedure as 
a new protocol (SearchFit) in the Phenix plugin of Scipion (65).

Sequence analysis
Profile HMM of LAdV-2 LH3 was constructed and compared against 
the Pfam, PDB, CDD, and SCOPe databases of profile HMMs using 
HH-suite v3 (38). LH3 and EB1-55 K homologs were searched for 
using BLASTP against the nonredundant protein database at NCBI.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/7/14/eabe6008/DC1

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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